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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

27. 1968

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
&United Press International

In Our 89th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, December 28, 1968

Nearing the Houston Mission
Control with their calm voices,
regardless of the situation, as
well as the calm and terse voices of the astronauts, one might
get the idea they have no emotions. This is far from the case,
'of course, they are merely
schooled in maintaining a calm
disposition.

Two Thefts Are
Reported To Police

As the long flight ended, an
American flag was unfurled
over the tracking board at the
control center and the room
blossomed with smaller flags
on every console. The time to
let emotion show, is after the
event, not during R.

n.'4
rent

The moon trip was framed in'
the right reference, which male it all the more wonderful.
An outright boast of American
superiority, or an expression
that "this'll fix the Russians"
would have darkened the success of an event of this magnitude.

rte,

The trip was billed as man's
quest for knowledge of outer
apace and that is exactly what
It was. Naturally we are glad
that Americans did it, and naturally we are glad that we have
the edge on the Russians, but
these are not primary motivating factors.
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Relaxed Astronauts Rest On
Board Yorktown. Messages
Hail Successful Lunar Venture

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
1

104 Per Copy

Apollo 8 Space Capsule Tended By Frogmen As Yorktown Approaches

Two thefts were reported to
Murray Police Department on
Thursday.
Frank Dibble of 320 Woodlawn told police at 2:45 p. m.
By WIESSTIR K. NOLAN
that a hatchet and set of binoculars were stolen from his
S aYnORK
st5ed
d reH-EReU
truck parked in the driveway TOWN (UP!)T—
laxed after a square meal, a
of his home.
Later at 5.50 p. m. Mrs. Tip shower and some sleep, Frank
Miller of the Lad and Lassie Borman walked out on the flight
Shop reported to the police deck and looked at the Apollo 8
that a light blue billfold had spacecraft, its blunt heat shield
blackened and charred.
been stolen from the store.
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Apollo 8 Fliglit Triumph
"Of The Squares* NASA

Nixon And
His Team
Study Policy

27 Die As Plane
1Crashes On Friday
At O'Hare Airport

Landing On Moon Is Moved
Forward By Several Months

43rd Accident
Report Filed
With Police

ican's on the surface of the
moon.
Borman, Lovell and Anders,
who splashed down in the Pacific Friday to end their sixday moon flight, were to launch
on this prime recovery carrier
today, then leave about 5 p.m.
EST and fly to Hawaii, then to
Houston.
Ga To Newton
"It's a beautiful ship," he No official welcome was
said
planned for their 5 am EST
.iConfInuad on Page Six)
It had taken Borman, James
Lovell and William Anders half
a million miles faultlessly, 10
times around the moon and
home. It had put the United
States a giant step ahead in
space. And the next step—or
the next — could be an Amer-

Questioning
Of Crew Of
Two Accidents Are Pueblo Set
Reported In County

CHICAGO UT — A North
Central Airlines plane carrying
tace passes its first test with
* persons and searching for
By EDWARD K. OBLONG
astronauts during Apollo 9 next
landing room through blinding
UPI Space Writer
February or March.
fog crashed into a hangar at
SPACE CENTER, Houston (IM
Two more accident reports
earth orin
fly
will
9
Apollo
O'Hare International Airport for the month of December in
—The acting head of the NaApollo
mission,
next
The
bit.
Friday night.
tional Aeronautics and Space
the city of Murray have been
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI) —
today 10, is scheduled to send the enAirline officials said 27 per- filed by the Murray Police DeKEY BISCAYNE, Fla. CPI —
NASA
Administration
The Sheriff's deputies, Gene The 82 surviving crewmen of
the
to
machine
moonflight
President-elect Richard M. Nix- sons were killed and at least partment. This makes a total of
celled Apollo 8's historic flight tire
Parker and Calton Morgan. and
moon in May and two astro- on gathered his national secur- 25 injured.
Pueblo will be questto the r000n "a triumph of the
43 reports filed in the city for the Hazel City Police investi- the USS
probabwill
flight
that
on
nauts
latter
the
ioned intensively by a Navy
among
reIncluded
ity team today on the shores
* Why make the trip at all? One squares" and its successful
were
injuries
No
month.
the
last
accident
car
gated a one
the landing craft down of Biscayne Bay to
court of inquiry to determine
help him on were seven members of a boys'
might as well ask why Colum- turn -the beginning of a move- ly take
within 10 miles of the moon's such sticklers as Vietnam ne- drum and bugle corps group reported in the two new collis- night about 8:30 on the old exactly how and why the inbus sailed west to find new ment that will never stop."
State Lnie,.Road at Hazel.
face without an actual touch- 'Mistime and the nuclear non- practicing in the Braniff Inter- ions.
telligence ship came to be seizland. One might ask why Tho- "Man has started his drive
Last night at 8:54 a two car
Law officials said Rainey Coldown.
national hangar when the plane collision occurred on South 12th
ed by North Korea.
proliferation treaty.
mas Edison exercised his bril- out into the universe," said Dr.
son, driving a 1961 four door
Paine said the landing itself
The court, composed of five
crashed through the doors, spilliant brain. Why read, why Thomas 0. Paine.
Reof
east
Jerry's
front
in
going
Street
was
Oldsmobile,
.
10,
Apollo
on
unlikely
flag officers, cannot take punPelee said the United States remains
Nixon's advisers were also ex- :ing burning fuel and metal staurant.
seek, why experiment? If the
his
on
broke
belt
fan
the
when
place
take
but that it could
itive or disciplinary action but
Lord had intended that man may follow the historic Apollo
pected to be sounded out on upon them.
car. The lawmen said the powduring Apollo 11. This flight
North Central's flight 458
can recommend courts martit
men to fill top
of
the
choice
sit around like a vegetable, he 8 flight in moon orbit with two
were
1968
involved
a
Cars
the
on
out
er steering went
might go to the moon in July or
iginated in Minneapolis
if it believes the facts warial
state
departthe
in
level
posts
would have made him that way. lunar landings next year and
hardtop
four
door
olet
car and Colson hit a fireplug
landins two men for a
tut Minn., and had stopped
such action.
rant
two more bete.- the ,-od of Aug:ist,
Pentagon
and
ment
en
Futrell
Vitayne
by
Dale
knoceing it
ur ear
Navy officials here and Penlast minute addition to the The Wisconsin cities of teausait, of 405 South 9th Street. and
A„
As it Is, the Lord gave man a‘
was on
car
time
to
Damage
the moonproved
8
Apollo
tagon sources see little likeliBut he cautioned that even
participants was vice president- Green Bay, Manitowoc and Mil- a 1964 Chevrolet two door dribrain, a curiosity, an inritlisith'fender.
ship could do the job it was dewaukee. Then it headed for ven by Jerry W. Morehead of the right front
crewmen will
ness, a desire to know, a di- after the success with which signed for and, in addition, pro- elect Spiro T. Agnew.
on hood any of the
occurred
accident
Another
murky, fog-shrouded Chicago. 903 W. 19th Street, Metropolis,
for their
•sire to seek into the unknown Frank Borman, James Lovell sided new navigation data with-‘,Nixon fixed
Road face a court martial
Coldwater
, 10 a. m. EST as
121,
Highway
O'Hare had been diverting
before the seizure or
of
whether it be in the lens of a and William Anders carried out which no landing flight ""e
seasi°h• some flights for "brief periods"
morning about 10:30; conduct
yesterday
microscope, the lens of a tele- mankind to the alien world of could be made But Paine said The site was the one-story conDamage was reported to the but no details could be obtain- during their 11 months of capbeachfront home earlier Friday because of the right side and right front of ed today from the State Police tivity.
scope, beneath the seas, be- the moon, the deadline pressure the mission's significance goes temporary
Nixon recently purchased from fog, but the world's busiest the Morehead car, but no dam- who covered the accident.
The _uurt will convene at
neath the ground, or up in the remains for meeting President beyond this.
landlunar
a
of
goal
Kennedy's
Sen.
George Smothers, D-Fla., commercial airport was open at age was reported to the Futrell
air.
pole nearby Coronado Amphibious
light
a
that
are
Reports
debriefing of the
ing before the end of the deThe real significance, he said, in which he is vacationing and the time of the crash.
was broken, but a REA truck Base after
The Convair 580 prop-jet
lies in a basic drive for man- which eventually will be part
It Is as natural for man to want cade.
Thursday at 11:20 a.m a two Just happened to be in the vi• crew is completed Information
came in southeasterly, through
Apollo 8 proved the moon- kind to explore the unknown. of the winter White House
car collision occurred on Fourth cinity and replaced the pole gained during interviews b y
to find out the unknown as it
mist and drizzle. "It appeared
intelligence
"This is the beginning of a
flight mothership can do its
Is to get up in the morning.
Street.
shortly after the ac-dent which psychiatrists and
)oh, Paine said. But the lunar movement that will never stop,"
Those invited were defense to be a normal approach," a
Cars involved were • 1987 occurred in 'front of the John officers will not be made availlanding goal will remain an un- he said. "Man has started his secretor", — designate Melvin spokesman for the Federal Av- Dodge two door hardtop owned Nanny home.
able to the court.
Laird; secretary of state--desi- iation Administration said la. by Roy Leslie and driven by
certainty until the craft that drive out into the universe.
stolen
Capt Gale E. Krouse, senior
being
are
More things
will set two men on the moon's
"A hundred thousand miles griate William P. Rogers; Hen- ter. He said that though the Danny M. Leslie of 218 South
judge advocate general for the
now than we can remember in
from earth there u rio room, ry Kissinger, soon to he pres- fog was thick, visibility was a 15th Street, and a 1965 Plycommander, Naval Air Force,
some time. Might be a good
for a space rare. no Owe for: idential adviser for national se- quarter-mile with a 200-foot mouth four door driven by RoPacific Fleet, outlined for newsIdea to get an extra box of
ceiling, within minimum reRussian-Amencan competition., curity affairs; Ambassador
men Friday what matters the
bert B. Ferguson of New Conshotgun shells and check on
This is aomething for all man-inain Mugihy, Nixon's foreign quirements.
of inquiry will examine.
court
cord.
locks.
those
The plane settled toward the
policy liaison man with the outkind."
He said the court will inPolice said the Ferguson car
going Johnson Administration, runway, cleared a seven-foot
With the deterioriating respect
Funeral services for Mrs. quire into "all the facts and
Paine said this accounts in Bryce Harlow, who will serve as fence, and almost had landed was parked facing west on 4th
the
Street and backed out into the Fannie Bell Porter were held circumstances relating to the
4 for private property over
for
st Wintiall'"INixon's chief congressional lob- when its wing apparently tip"
the -aln
incident," including
Funeral services for Mrs. Part
past decade or two, thievery
enthusiasm Apollo 8 generatedlbyist; and Gen. Andrew Good- ped toward the hangar. The path of the Leslie car going this morning at eleven o'clock subject
Irene Fletcher of Route Three, throughout the world. He also
south on 4th Street.
Stephenson Funeral whether the Pueblo ever steamthe
will get worse, not better.
at
sePuryear, Tenn., were held to- said it may serve to show rest- pester, White House military plane made an "exceptionally
Damage was reported to the Home, Monticello, Ark Burial ed inside North Korea's 12-mile
aide during the Eisenhower ad- vere" left turn while still off
North
width
the
at
the
p.m.
across
one
at
drove
and back quarter panel of was in the Oakland Cemetery in limit during the days before
day
right
Seamen*
leas students all over the world ministration, now on loan to the ground, investigators said,
the seizure Jan. 23.
the Leslie car and no damage Monticello.
of our front yard several weeks Baptist Church. Burial was in the benifit of "squares" who Nixon until the
inauguration.
and crashed through two largc was reported to
Also to be determined is whePorter, age 90, died
the Ferguson
Mrs
ago for no apparent remain. No the Olive Branch Cemetery.
work with computers and slidehangar doors.
Mrs Fletcher, age 64, died rulers, of engineers and scien,
at 10-30 p. m. at ther such action violated any
ear.
Wednesday
damage except a juniper was
Press spokesman Allan Woods
the Murray-Calloway County order issued to the Pueblo skipcrushed and tire marks rutted Thursday at 530 a.m at the tists, of men who read the
said Friday the talks "will be
Hospital. She became ill three per, Cmdr. Lloyd Bucher.
the width of the yard. An act Henry County General Hospl Bible on Christmas Eve.
wide-ranging in nature, and will
The court also will inquire
months ago while visiting her
"This was the triumph of the center around conversations of
of this kind takes a small brain, tel.
She was born July 28. 1904 in squares," he said.
grandson, Prof. Charles Port- into the death and injury of
unhampered by the dress of
and
programs,
corganiuttion,
Weakley County, Tenn., a n d
er, Sit-South 11115 -Street, -Mur- Navy personnel. It was disclosthinking.
personnel in the foreign policy
was the daughter of the late
ray, and had been hospitalized ed Thursday 11 members of the
and national security fields."
crew were wounded during the
since that time.
Someone stole some of John Jim Stallings and Dona Prince
seaman
Survivors are one daughter. takeover, including
Ed Scott's Christmas trees dur- Stallings. She was married OctoBefore and after Jan. 20,
Telephone directories for subMrs. Thelma Nicol, and one son, Duane Hodges, who later died.
ing the past two weeks. The ber 22, 1932, to Lawrence FletNixon will be faced with de- scribers in Fairdealing, Hardin,
Henry Porter, both of Monticel- Those injured will receive Purfact that John set them out, cher and he survives.
cisions in the areas of nuclear Hazel, Kirtaey, Lynn Grove and
member
a
them,
was
Fletcher
pruned
lo, Ark., and five grandchild ple Hearts in a ceremony here
Mrs.
them,
nursed
appoints
and
treaties. Vietnam
New Concord are being mailed
next week.
ran.
watched them grow over the of the North Fork Baptist
to the State and Defense De- this week according to P. L.
years was in no way consider- Church.
'pautments, all of which were Finks, General Manager of
Miss Ada Sue Hutson, daughSurvivors include her hused. Someone saw an opportunity
likely subjects of discussion at West Kentucky Rural Telephone ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson
to "make a fast buck" at John's band, one sister, Mrs. Annie
today's meeting.
Cooperative Corp., Inc. at May- of Murray, has been named
Wyatt of Henry, Tenn., and
expense and did so.
field.
"Ideal Freshman Girl" at Murone brother, Homer Stallings
ray State University.
of
out
is
Cunningham
Tenn.
of Puryear,
• Willie
John Ed Scott, local weather
Mr Finks said that if the
Announcement of the selectthe tropical fish business, we
observer, said that 1.15 inches
directory has riot been received ion was made by the University
understand. Willie had a fine
of rain had fallen in Murray
by January 1, to please call the officials just prior to classes bebusiness, the largest of its kind
from 7:30 a.m. Friday to 7:50
ana
telephone business office locat- ing dismissed for the Christmas
United 1'room Istersatlow51
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — ed her ana peat, kicked,
between Louisville and St. Louo'clock this morning.
ed at Mayfield.
raped her.
and New Year's holidays.
and
beatings
of
orgy
three-hour
is. He has bettered his position,
Scott said that about half of
After three hours the officMiss Hutson is a drama sex attacks left a 19-year-old
Mrs. J B. Wilson, chairman this rainfall fell in a period of
however we are sorry he had
is a resident girl dead in her Haight-Ash- ers said, they carriea her nakand
major
speech
business.
of
this
of the Garden Department
to give up
thirty minutes last night.
of Woods Hall on the campus. bury apartment — her body
the Murray Woman's Club, has
ed body — covered with fourThe high temperature for last
She was in the cast of "The covered with lipstick scrawled
spent
Vktor Olasabal's family
letter words — back to her
called a special meeting for night was about 57 and the low
by
Masters"
Two
of
Servant
obscenities.
Christmas in Miami with some Tuesday, December 31, at 9:30 was 31 which was the temperapartment. When they could not
Carlo Goldoni, Murray State's
t friends.
revive her, they called police.
am. at the club house.
ature at 7:50 today, according
first theatre production of the
Police picked up 11 suspects
A witness told police that
The members will take down to Scott
1968 school year
— three of them girls and most "there were 11 of them, inMurray Electric System crews the decorations for Christmas Snow started falling in MurThe Murray girl is a member of them teen-agers — after a
taking down the Christmas de- which were placed in the club ray and Calloway County this
the girls She was gangof Sigma Sigma Sigma social night of terror Thursday for cluding
corations
for
on by all of them —
International
December
about
of
Press
6t30
first
United
Remorning
by
p.m_
the
house
sorority. A graduate of Murray chunky brunette Ann Jiminez, ed up
of that pair of
Mostly cloudy, windy and
the benefit of those using the ports from persons at Mayfield
High School, Miss Hutson ap- believed to have come to the all because
Christmas comes on Thursday
boots."
meetings, par- and surrounding areas reported colder today with rain changing
for
the
house
including
club
plays
in
peared
four
neighborhood
hippie
next year Labor Day comes on
"They took turns — first the
heavier snow in those areas.
to light snow before ending toties. etc.
productions of the summer thea- months ago from Seattle.
Monday. Always does
then the guys. They cut
to
east
chicks,
winds
along
with
50s
high
The
today
High
all
night
memurges
Park.
Wilson
She
State
at
tre
Mrs
Kenlake
ragged with scissors.
her
hair
mostly
and
snow
have
caused
tonight
rain
the
Low
west.
30s
attend.
drama
also attended a special
bers to
Homicide inspectors Bill Arm- They shaved her. They kicked
New Years Day comes on the
damage to signs Neon signs In the 20s Fair and cold Sunthe
in
,
Ill
workshop
Chicago
at
strong
and
Dave
Toshi
said
first of the year.
her. They beat her. They made
were reported damaged on the day.
summer of 1967.
"friends" of the slain girl apher do things you wouldn't want
Highway 641 North Bypass,
U.S.
talented
a
as
is
She
known
KNOW
YOU
NOW
parently wanted to "teach her
tia who chops his own wood is
to have to
and also in the Bel Air ShoppKentucky Lake: 7 a.m 354.4.
person having presented pro- a lesson" over a pair of black your worst enemy
twice warmed
do."
stationary: below dam 302.5,
ing Center.
clubs and
local
at
many
grams
by United Press International
boots she had admired and was One of Miss Jiminez's few
Persons coming into town this up 0.5.
schools.
The worst air disater in Chi- morning said that Clarks River
suspected of having stolen
A man is what happens to a
real friends, Liberty Mason, 23,
Barkley hake: 7 a m 350.
grandMiss Hutson is the
cago area history occurred Sept. was high with the water almost stationary: below dam 305 5
boy.
said of the girl: "Really, she
Mrs. W.
of
and
daughter
Mr.
1, 1961, when a TWA Constel- up to the "rattling bridge" on up 02.
J. Gibson and Mrs. N. P. Hut- They dragged the girl down- was a misfit. I guess. She really
Thomas Ralson said "Everything lation crashed at Hinsdale, HI., the old Murray and Concord
Sunrise 7 09; sunset 4 47
son,
all of Murray. She has one stairs, her head bumping hard didn't swing with the good
Miss Ads Sue Hutson
4 comes to him who hustles while
Road.
Moon set 1:45 a.m.
on each step. Then they stripp- (Continued on Pao* Six)
killing 78 persons.
brother, Danny Hutson.
he waits"

HI.

Funeral Services
Held Today For
Mrs. Fannie Porter

Funeral Services
Are Held Today
For Mrs. Fletcher

*

79'

Directories For
Rural Telephones
-Nailed This Week

Heavy Rains
Fall Here
Last Night

49'

Garden Department
Plans Call Meet

e
89
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WEATHER REPORT

SNOW
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Miss Hutson
Named Ideal
Freshman Girl

Three Hour Orgy Results
In Death For Hippie Girl
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TV CAMEOS: Ken

SATURDAY — DECEMBER 28, 1968

MURRAY. IIIINTOCZY

13`711

Hikes Total Ken Has His Own Cross to Bear: The Blush
To High Point

Many Games Played On TV;"
Bowl Parades On Wednesday

By MEI IIIIMER
By JACK GAVLit
KEN BERRY, the television
star (if he's read this far, he's
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Bette%
NEW YORK UPI - This is
blushing already I, is something
or Public Volioe items which, in our opinion. are not for the best
football bowl week. Five
college
A $26,541,119 payment to the else. He doesn't wear Nehru
interest of our readers.
of these post-season games are
U.S. Treasury by the Tennessee jackets, he hasn't a Henry the
split among the three networks.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACI WITMER 00. 1509 Valley Authority on December VIII haircut, he
doesn't go dancMadison Ave. Memphis, Tenn; TLme & Life Bldg. New Tort. N.Y. 31 will
Also there ale championship gabring the total amount ing at The Factory and his idea
Siepnenson Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
mes in the National and Amerof
a
wild
time
is
to
take
the
wife
TVA has paid the Treasury to
FootbalieLeagues.
ican
and
kids
off
on
a
for
transmission
as
three-day
trip
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky,
three-quarters of a billion dollFor other tastes there will be
in a big auto wagon called a
Second Clam Matter
ars.
a prestigious drama on NBC
Tuesday's payment is the se- camper. To add to the image,
SUBSCRIPTION RAITS: By Oarrier In Murray. per week 25c, per
the kids drive him nuts and he
with noted British stars, a secmi-annual
TVA
paid
by
dividend
monUs $1.10. In Ciuloway and adjoining counties. per year. 9E50:
likes "them best when they're
ond
CBS showing of Hal Holloom 1 & 2, $11.00. Easewhere $13.00. All aervioe subscriptions $8.00 on the Government appropriation asleep.
brook's wonderful Mark Twain
investment in the TVA power
In short. he's Mr. Average
"The Owtscandisnr Clete Asset eg a Clummentty le the
program, a new daytime serial
system. Another$26.5 million
Man wrapped up in a compact
Integrity et Ma Newegiapere
on NBC and new golf and hockdividend payment and a $15 mill- package and he's the most reey series on NBC and CBS, reion repayment of power system freshing interview that tired old
spectively.
appropriations are to be paid newsmen have come across in
SATURDAY - DECEMBER 28. 1968
Highlight details Dec. 29 -Jan.
next June.
years. "It won't take long," he
4:
Reflecting the general rise in tells you when you sit down.
REAPPORTIONMENT A MUST
interest rates, this year's total "There's not much to tell about
SUNDAY
•
dividend payments on appropria- me, and in five minutes I'll
probably be repeating myself."
tion
investment
will
be
up
more
HEARING was held yesterday morning to determine
This candor and apparent
The American Football Leagthan $6 million over last year's
if three local citizens could file suit against the Callo- —a I3-percent increase. The div- honesty, combined with what
ue championship game is on NBC
appears to be genuine modesty,
from the home field of the New
way County Court to force them to reapportion the idend rate paid by TVA has changcomes across both on and off
York Jets, who will play Oakland.
ed each year,since it is pegged to tape the result of being that
county according to the Supreme Court decision.
Secretary of Labor W. Willard
the
average
interest
rate
at
the
today,
as
the
star
of
"Mayberry
The Supreme Court, in 1964, handed down a deWirtaand Secretary of the Treasstart of the fiscal year on specif- R.F.D.," he's one of TV's hotcLsion which calls for the theory of "one-man—one vote". ied Treasury securities.
ury Joseph W. Barr will appear
test properties of the moment.
ABC's "Issues and Answers."
on
Not
that
he
The hearing yesterday before Circuit Judge James Lasdoesn't get a bit
Until 1955, most of the investThe Cleveland Browns and the
siter passed favorably on the application of the three ment in TVA power facilities ca- wistful about Hollywood's great
Baltimore Colts will play for the
me from Government approp- lovers and swingers, and a bit
citizens to file this suit.
National Football League champriations. This appropriation in- annoyed with himself.
Mr. Berry poses with Buddy foster of the "Mayberry"
• • •
tonehip. CBS will carry.
-:-._11,110,41 been our hope that the Calloway County vestment, reduced by repaymecast in a setting that is purely his, the great outdoors.
Because of the football game
"DO YOU know how terrible
ClOurt would initiate action on its own volition, and not nts while total power investment
it
can
be
to
go
around
blushing
was
a
pretty good break, I other people's jokes, and I still NBC's "Meet the Press" will
be forced into such action. The law, as we undertsand has continued to grow,now repre- all the time" he asks forlornly. guess."
have this holdover from 'F be moved tack four hours.
sents a little less than half the
it, makes it mandatory for county courts to reapportion
Actually, the Moline, Ill.-born
It may be that his best break Troop,' of bumbling around and
"Projection 69" is a 90-minamount invested in the power
Ken isn't quite so average as he was tying in with Dick Link, a setting up situations that make ute NBC special. The network's
their counties.
program. The rest was deny
-seems. For one, he's been Di Onetime hustling —1171r7-ISNIs The fail on'my face."
correspondents around the worl
Some months ago, at the urging of the Murray City from retained earnings and from show business since before his agent who became his manager.
He is, of course, no overnight will review 1968 events and for
notes
issued
by
the
bonds
and
teens,
singing
and
(lancing,
and
Link
not
only
manages such as success; there are none. Over'
Council, County Judge Hall McCuiston named a commitTVA in recent years.
at 15 he was touring the U.S.A. • Ken. Andy Griffith and Jim Na- the years, he has been with cast 1969 trends.
tee to study reapportionment, however this committee
payment
Tuesday
will
bripostwar
Europe
The
and
with a bors..but he is also a co-partner Heidt, Arthur Godfrey, Ken 'Actor Charlton Heston will
has never been called into action.
ng the accumulated total of TVA-1"youth troupe" accompanying with Andy and Bob Ross in the Murray's Blackouts, the Gale host "The 1968 NFL All - Pro
The problem is simple The county has seven magis- pa yments to the Treasury toabo- the big band of Horace Heidt. production firm that turns out Storm -Oh Susannah" shov/. Team" on CBS, featuring the
the Lawrence Welk of his day., so many hit shows.
"Dr. Kildare," the Ann Sothern league's 11 top offensive and 11
terial districts and they are not equal in population, in ut $751 million, not counting int•
•
•
teieldefensive stars.
show and in assorted movies.
erest payments on borrowings He even sang and dancedduring'
fact one of the seven districts, the Murray Magesterial
AS LINK puts it. -I had to
He even had a six - month 'NBC has a one-hour special,
and repayment of short-term bo- his hitch in the Army with Spe."
District, has over half the population of the county in rrowings. That total includes cial Services, and he's been all wear two hats. I pitched Ken stretch in New York on the "Roberto Rossellini's Sicily,P
through the talent-contest, chor- for the 'Mayberry' show
but legit stage with "The Billy rtrait of an Island." The Italian
it, while the other six districts combined have much $364 million in power system
then I stepped out and let Andy Barnes Revue," and hated It film director's documentary focus-boy, bit-part routine.
since
1960,
$280
milldividends
less than fifty percent of the population in them.
As far as his successes go,' and Bob decide if they wanted Not the show—the city.
uses on the island's people and
in repayments of power app- he says, it's a case of "having him. There was no problem,
• • •
Squire Cecil Holland, Magistrate of the Murray Dis- ion
their way of life.
ropriation investment, $65 mill- been in the right place at the" They thought he was great."
1 GUESS I like the open
trict, represents well over half of the county's popula- ion in redemption of early power right time."
Berry did a guest shot in 1968 spaces," he says. "With the
MONDAY
tion, yet he has the same voting power as each of the bond issues, and $42 million in
"Like with 'F Troop: Berry on Andy's show as "Sam Jones," camper, the wife and kids."
says
he
was
the
which-way-isthe
farmer
councilman
and
The
wife
is
onetime
TVA's
nonpower
singerproceeds
from
other six magistrates.
NBC introduces a new drama
up captains "I hooked up with even then, the producers knew comedienne Jackie Joseph, and
programs.
We see nothing so difficult that cannot be resolved
A wide variety of resource Warner Bros. and I was dyingirtney were going to build the the kids, both adopted, are John tic serial, "Hidden Faces", fly
in an equitable manner.
development projects conducted to play Ensign Pulver in the Mayberry program around Ken and Jennifer. The camper has times a week. Conrad Fowles is
no name but is an integral part starred as Arthur Adams,promThe aim is to make sure that each citizen has the in 15 organized areas of the Tenn- 'Mr. Roberts' series, and I didn't arid his Jones character.
get the part. Instead they eing, "It's a little hard to play," of their life. It is doubtful if in
attorney who gets involved
cooperation
with
essee Valley in
same representation as his neighbor.
me with Forrest Tucker and 'he explains. "because Sam has you'll ever see it parked outside in Worldwide adventures.
area development groups are de- Larry Storch in 'F Troop.* ir-to be kind of straight man for I The Factory.
To say that the present apportionment is antiquat-"Pier" is the fare on ABC's
scribed in a new 1968 Annual ReDistributed by King Features Syndicate
ed, would be putting it mildly.
"The Avengers" A mil:Meter.
port of TVA's Tributary ,Area
,m
We hope that County Judge Hall McCuiston and the Development prog rain.
victim
County Court will take immediate steps to correct a • Examples of the activities deES"Gte"easocle
on the Tennessee River in north- state agencies or various kinds One Description
scribed include:
situation which has grown steadily worse with the years.
Is about the children of a farmer
• High School review courses east Mississippi which could help of economic development distri- Of White House
Reapportionment is a province of the Fiscal Court for some 130 men and women stimulate as many as 2,800 new cts. In each case, however, the
WASHINGTON 'UPI) — who get him in trouble when they
and it is their duty to initiate action. We feel they will La the Lower Hiwassee Valley industrial jobs in that tradition- organizations represent a cross- Thomas Jefferson once de- try to help after he has been resection of the economic and soc- scribed the original White fused a bank loan.
do a much better job if they Lake on the project them- of east Tennessee who were see- ally rural area.
Kate Smith and Vincent -Price
Major first-phase work on a ial life of the areas in which they House as "a great stone house
king a "second chance" at a
selves, rather than to be forced into it.
high school education, and stud- regional water grid distribution operate and involve both the act- big enough for two emperors, are guests on NBC's "Rowan and
With the growth of Murray and Calloway County, ies leading to a pi leering pro- system in the Upper Duck River ive leadership and the lay citiz- one Pope and gfand lama in Martin's Laugh-In",
the bargain,"
NBC has a two-hour dOcumenwe also long for more definitive action on the part of posal to bring improved educ- Valley of middle Tennessee whi- ens of these areas.
tary, preempting the usual movie
Tributary
Area
completed,
will
link
the
Development
,
when
ch
the Fiscal Court. We have hopes they will explore such ation and vocational training oppMorality Campaign
time. It is the second of three
ortunities to the young people systems of the Live major towns programs are active in six of
LIMA, Peru (UPI) — The
possibilities as a dock on Kentucky Lake which might
and adults of the rural Sequatch- and extend service to virtually the seven Tennessee Valley stat- government has announced it specials on the theme, "The Ordeal of the American City." Bosserve industry in the Murray area, or at least make a ie Valley of east Tennessee. all parts of the four counties. es-Virginia, North Carolina, Tewill set up agricultural penal
nnessee, Georgia, Alabama, and colonies in the Peruvian jun- ton is the focal point.
study of such a facility.
Downtown improvement projContinued emphasis on Imprgle to push its -morality camThe County Court is the largest legal body in Callo- ects in a dozen small towns in oved agriculture and modern faThe 36-page illustrated report paign." The crusade is aimed
TUESDAY
Tennessee, North Carolina, and
rm management, which has help- is available from TVA's
way County and as such they could initiate action in
Office of at eliminating prostitution, the
Virginia aimed at making the towseveral fields which would improve this area as a place ns more viable and responsive ed increase gross farm sales information in Knoxville, Tenn- narcotic traffic and bureau- NBC preempts Jerry Lewis'
by an average of $2,3 million a essee.
cratic corruption.
show for live coverage of the
in which to live.
to the needs of modern shoppers
year during the past four years
Orange Bowl parade in Miami.
It would please us for the Court to set up a separate and urban residents.
In
Elk River area of middle
ABC's "The Mod Squad" has
'Boomerang' Stars
Construction of water resourTennessee.
Industrial Group to work with the city and Chamber of
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — "The Guru," an investigation of
William howard Taft was
ce projects , in the Bear Creek
The report highlights activit- the first
Commerce.
president to pitch a Beau Bridges (son of Lloyd) the bombing of an underground
area of northwest Alabama and
ies in education and health, agri- ball to open baseball season and Jane Merrow will star in newspaper.
Their action in constructing a new county jail was adjacent Mississippi and on the culture, forestry, recreation, trHe threw the first pitch April -Return of the Boomerang" on Singer Dionne Warwick is the
a great step and was possibly one of the most forward Elk River in middle Tennessee, ansportation, business, and in- 14, 19In
location in Australia.
guest on Red Skelton's CBS show,
where local development groups
dustry, minerals, and water resteps taken by a Calloway County court in many years.
"NBC Tuesday Night at the
are planning jointly with TVA to source
development. These acti- Reynolds in 'Skullduggery'
Film on Ethel Waters
Movies" screens "Come Back,
We urge the County Court to take stock of what Cal- develop the maximum economic.
vities were undertaken jointly by
HOLLYWOOD I UPI —Burt
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI ) —Uni- Little Sheba," starring Shirley
loway County has to offer and to take such steps as are benefit from these projects.
TVA and participating area de- Reynolds, who starred in "The versal will film the life story Booth and Burt
Lancaster.
A
cooperative
proposal
for
a
feasible to achieve and maintain a leading role in the
velopment groups, some of whi- Hawk" for television, will play of Ethel Waters, "His Eye I
CBS news correspondents will
river port terminal and related ch
"Skullduggery"
the
lead
role
in
Julia
On
The
Sparrow"
with
are
organized
as
volunteer
development of this county.
report on "America and the Worindustrial development complex citizen associates
et
Blausteln producing.
and others as for Universal
ld" in a year-end summary
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FAMOUS PEOPLE WHO DIED IN 1968

20 Years.Ago Today
LO
Funeral services for Mrs. William J (Rena) Bailey
were held today at the New Concord Church of Christ.
She died at the home of her son, Mervin Bailey.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds are scheduled
to arrive in Orlando, Florida, today as they plan to meet
the Sul Ross team from Alpine, Texas, on New Year's
Day night in the Tangerine Bowl.
Miss Marian Sharborough of Chicago spent the
Christmas holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.'C. L
Sharborough.
A farm home, belonging to Duncan Holt, age 91,
burned at 8:30 last night. The home was located on the
twin Hart Memorial Highway near New Hope Methodist
Church on the southeast side of Murray. Mr and Mrs.
Willie Hoisappie live on the farm with their three
children.

Sen. Robert
Kennedy

Yuri A.
Gagarin

Westbrook
Van 'Voorhis

Admiral
Kimmel

Cardinal
Brennan

Dr. Charles
W. Mayo

Marshal
Rokossovency

Gerhart Eisler

Joseph Martin

30YearsAgoThisWeek

programs any tune, "Mark Twain Tonight", with actor Hal Hol- ^
brook impersonating the author
and interpreting his works, is
repeated on CBS.
"The NBC "Ironside believes
that the "suicide" of an artist
following the murder of the lover of the artist's wife is phony,
The CBS movie will be"Splendor in the Grass," starring Natalie Wood and Warren Beatty.
Guests on Dean Martin's NBC I
hour are George Gobel, Dom DeLuise, Fran Jeffries and Frank
6
Sinatra, Jr.
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FRIDAY
"The Wild Wild West" on CBS
involves the two federal agents
with a band of terrorists.
NBC preempts "The Name of
the Game" for a 90-minute drama, "Male of the Species," with
Sir Laurence Olivier as host narrator. Paul Scofield, Sean Connery and Michael Caine are starred in this three-episode comedydrama that details a young woman's relations with her father,an
irascible Irishman and a wily_
Welsh barristel.
ABC's "Judd for the Defense"
•
offers "The Crystal Maze," a
custody fight over an orphanedinfant.
SATURDAY
CBS begins its schedule of
National Hockey League games
with the Chicago-Montreal contest.
The annual Hula Bowl football game in Honolulu is telecast live on ABC.
NBC's "Wonderful World of
Golf' series returns for a sixth
season on courses around the
world. There aresix preliminary
matches two semi-finals and a
championship meeting. Billy Casper, Gene Littler and Filipino
Ben Arda participate in the first
round, played in Manila,
Jackie Gleason's CBS hour features one of the new short
"Honeymooners" sketches. Kramden and Norton have a new
scheme to make a bundle, Red
Buttons, Jan Murray and Nipsey
Russell are guests in the variety
portion of the program.
_NBC's. "Saturday Night at the
" screens "Father Gooeltarring Cary Grant._
•
Bing Crosby is host on "The
Hollywood Palace" at ABC. Participants include Bob Hope, Bobbie Gentry, Judy Carne and
Tiny Tim.

ALMANAC

by United Press International
Today is Saturday, Dec. 28,
the 363rd day of 1968 with 3
to follow.
$1
The moon is between its first
quarter and full stage.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1869, members of the
Knights of Labor observed the
first Labor Day in American
history.
•
Also in 1869 chewing gum
SemWilliam
was patented by
ple of Mount Vernon, Ohio.
In 1945. Congress officially
recognized the "Pledge of Allegiance" to the flag.
In 1966, Red China touched
off its fifth atomic device.
A thought for the day —
John Tyndall said' "It is as
WEDNESDAY
fatal as it is cowardly to blink
NBC has a live telecast from facts because they are not to
Dallas of the Cotton Bowl Festi- our taste"
val parade, and the Tournament
of Roses parade will be covered
live by NBC and CBS.
Women's Clubs Show
Georgia and Arkansas meet Interest in Movies
in the Sugar Bowl game telecast
NEW YORK (UPI i—Leadfrom New Orleans by NBC.
ers of about 500 women's e.
CBS has the Cotton Bowl game clubs throughout the country
at Dallas between Texas and Te- have asked the Motion Picture Association of America •
nnessee.
The Rose Bowl game between IMPAPis in the last six months
Ohio State and Southern Calif- for help in planning programs
ornia is on NBC, which will later on the subject of motion picDr. Martin
tures
Luther King Jr. show the Miami Orange Bowl
In addition, says MPAA.
game between Penn State and tens of thousands more GenKansas.
eral Federation of Women's
"The ABC Wednesday Night Clubs members in 19 states
Movie" screens "Ride the Wild have received informative maSure', starring Fabian and Shel- terials about 111m. These were
ley Fabar es.
distributed at the request of
state Federation leaders to al:
clubs in their states, in coTHURSDAY
operation with PMAA's "Movthe of the finest of television ies and You" program.
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WILL BE OPEN THIS SUNDAY
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LARGER•TOMS FILE
Joe Ward, Richard Jones, Henry Jones, Torn Fenton,
J D Outland, and Noble McDougal have been elected
as members of the Schoolboy Patrol at Murray
School, according to principal Ed Filbeck.
E. A Trovillion, manager of Murray's National and
Beale Hotels, announced today the new Beale Hotel will
be.ready for its formal opening January 1.
1.4Iore than SOO kiddies attended the free show at
the Capitol Theatre December 24th. "Down The River"
was the name of the film shown.
Coach Carlisle Cutchin today released Murray State
College's 1939 basketball schedule The first game Is
with Transylvania here on January 8.
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The Gun Control Act of 1968 has been
signed into law by President Johnson,
following House acceptance of the Senate's provision to extend restrictions on
the interstate sale and shipment of
handgun ammunition to include rifle
and shotgun ammunition.
The Senate approved the Housepassed administration bill to ban interstate sale and shipment of rifles and
shotguns to any person other than a licensed dealer. The bill also prohibits
over-the-counter sales of firearms and
ammunition to nonresidents of a state.
Senator Roman L. Hrusita (R.-Neb.),
as floor leader against this highly restrictive legislation, put up a superb
fight for which all sportsmen should be
thankful.
A move by Senator Joseph D. Tydings
(D.-Md.) to require registration of all
firearms and licensing of all gun owners was defeated by a vote of 55 to 31.
Also defeated was an amendment by
Senator Henry M. Jackson (D.-Wash.)
which would have cut off shipment of
firearms into any state which by 1971
had not enacted controls providing for
registration of firearms and licensing of
gun owners. The vote was 47 to 35.
The five days of Senate debate on
this highly restrictive firearms legislation reaffirmed the arguments made
against guns in the House. Senator
Thomas Dodd (D.-Conn.), leader in the
fight to impose the severest controls on
firearms, said the purpose of the legislation was to keep guns out of the
hands of criminals and potential criminals.
The bill, 60-pages plus, with its innumerable provisions, is designed to
provide for bureaucratic control and
regulation of the sale, transfer, shipment and transportation of all guns and
ammunition. It was stated repeatedly in
debate that the purpose of the bill was
to make it increasingly difficult for a
potential criminal to obtain a gun of
any sort.
Having had considerable experience in
23 years of writing this department and
with the bureaucratic mind in Washington, I am convinced that the innumerable provisions of this bill will set
the stage for increasingly detailed and
complicated regulations designed to
discourage gun ownership by private
citizens, including hunters.
These regulations conceivably can
become so intricate that a hunter standing behind his dog's point in the upland
game field could suddenly be required
to prove his legitimate ownership of
the gun, and explain how he transported it to the game field.
This may seem farfetched but the
legislation does not spell out the differ-

WORTH WHOOPING ABOUT
- —
Endangered Bird Population Reaches High 49
Wildlife leaders have something to whoop about. The
world's population of wild
whooping cranes is a record
49, according to an aerial survey made recently at the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge
In Texas, winter home of the
endangered birds.
The count revealed 43 adult
and six young birds. There is
hope that late arrivals from
the long migration flight from
Canadian breeding grounds
may raise the total to 50 or
more. Another 18 whoopers
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Srnokey Says:

DUCKS
The origin of names is always an interesting topic, no
less that of the famed Canvasback Duck. One source
ascribes it to the grayish-brown back of the bird, which
gives it the appearance of wearing a coat of used canvas!
Another and more interesting version connects it
to the canvas bags in which market hunters shipped
their waterfowl to the lush cluba and hotels of the large
cities. To get these valuable bags returned, they were
stamped "canvas back".
Since the Canvas Back is one of the largest and
most delicious of all waterfowl, it was in greatest demand and AD sacks of this species predominated Eventually the "canvas back" stuck!
Menus of these halcyon days frequently suggest
roast Canvas Back with oyster stuffing. To know why,
you only have to try It yourself!
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275 lb. dressed deer, Jerry killed at Smithland , Kentucky
Waterfowl Refuge Program
Under Fire

Smokey Says:
--RE CAREFUL WITH
FIRE...ISALL I ASK:
The waterfowl refuge acquisition
program by the Department of the Interior has been severely criticized by
the General Accounting Office. In its
report of a special study undertaken in
1961, GAO told Congress that the Department of the Interior "has acquired
or scheduled for acquisition approximately 60 percent of its federal objective, or 2,689,000 acres of land, at an
estimated cost of about $205,707,000,
without, in our opinion, having established adequate goals and guidelines
for determining waterfowl refuge land
needs."
Smokey needs your help!

Smokey Says:

Srnokey Says:
NATURE MADE IT IN LIVING COLOR
CARELESSNESS MADE IT SLACK
—
AND WHITE!

ence between a potential criminal and
a legitimate sportsman. The basic law is
based on the concept that anyone who
buys or owns a gun is suspect to intent.
An explanatory clause in the bill
states that it is not the purpose to place
any undue or unnecessary federal restrictions or burdens on law-abiding
citizens. However, this statement is
subject to bureaucratic discretion in
carrying out the law.
— fa
1.14.
Only

Cast your vote for
Fire Prevention:

you can protect nature:

GAO went on to report, "our review
showed a need to define program goals
in terms of a desired waterfowl population level that should be preserved at
specific geographical areas, to base determinations of land needs on such population goals and to establish improved
guidelines for making these determinations." The GAO said that "better
guidelines are also needed for ensuring
that only essential wetlands are acquired
The GAO report also criticized the
Department of the Interior for not implementing its policy to identify and
dispose of unneeded or uneconomically
utilized lands
I have been critical of this inadequate acquisition program and the lack
of progress under the accelerated program—authorized in 1961 for a seven
year program of $105 million to be repaid from future duck-stamp revenues.
This program had not moved forward
arid in this time had acquired only 2.7
million of the 4.5 million acres needed
as a minimum for waterfowl needs.
Fortunately this program was extended
in 1967 for an additional eight years.
The program has not been accelerated
as the legislation promised. Waterfowl
populations are down. Land prices have
sharply escalated. And now the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife is faced
with a critical report by Congress' own
watchdog agency
Meanwhile, the plight of the nation's
waterfowl resources continues to get
worse, and the traditional sport of waterfowling has declined to a shadow of
its former greatness.
The Interior Department's poor stewardship of the waterfowl resources can
be characterized only as a black chapter of unfortunate inadequacy.
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With no substantial decrease in the
crime rate, sportsmen can expect that
anti-gun forces, who eventually seek
to eliminate all guns from the scene
(an argument that was voiced in both
House arid Senate during the debate),
will continue to gain ground. And this
anti-gun crusade will continue in State
Legislatures and on a county and city
level. Sportsmen who seek to preserve
the traditional sport of hunting face
the severest crisis ever. This also applies to those who feel they have a right
to own guns for home protection.
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Sportsmen who wrote to their Senators expressing concern over the legislation forced the Senate to add an
amendment to the House bill stating
that legitimately owned guns could not
be confiscated
Although registration of guns and licensing was defeated in this session of
Congress, anti-gun protagonists have
made it clear that they have not given
up. With rtsing crime rates, they have
made considerable progress in their
fight. Less than 20 years ago, Congressmen and Senators who dared introduce
firearms registration bills were soundly defeated in their bids for reelection.
More than ten years went by before
firearms controls were proposed again.
An analysis of the vote in the sem
Congress on proposers to register firearms and license gun owners on a national basis indicates that sportsmen
have lost considerable ground. In the
House 32 percent of the Congressmen
voted for firearms registration. In the
Senate it was 36 percent.
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LIBERTY
Super Market

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucky
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Phone 753-1917

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

a

Mr and Mrs. George Briscoe
of Louisville are spending the
holidays with her paresis. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Seses4, MIR!
14th Street.
• ••
11 Mrs W. 0. Doherty of Ekeding Green is the holiday least
of Mr and Mrs. A. A. Deillpte
0. T. Devb.
were exchanged and delightful and Mr and•Mrs.
••
refreshments were served by
Daniel Mills Dunn of Miaray
"Mrs Woods to the members
Route Two has been diamaillmil1
and guest, Mrs Raker
Sgt. sad Mrs. Jamie
from the Western Baptist Hoe
ten, Route Two, Mersey, now
pital, Paducah.
Mrs. Marks Meson Baker
•••
stationed et Feet Polk. 1r"' was the special guest speaker
OS. are the parents of their first St the meeting of the Maeatine
Mr. sod Mrs. Tom Hiek•omb
child, Miserly Michele. weigh- Club held on Friday December
and children, Brent and David,
ing seven pounds 10% ounces.
of London, Kentucky, are the
Tuesday, December 31
MI, at the lovely home of Mrs
born in Leesville. La., et 3:90 Illalph H. Woods, West Main
The Oaks Country Club will holiday guests of his parents,
am. on Saturday, December 21.
have its annual New Year's Eve Mr. and Mrs. Dee Halcomb, New
Ikreet.
his Miter
The grandparents ere Mr. and
The guest speakees subject party at the club Martins at Concord Road, and
Mr mad Mrs. Edd
Mrs William McMillen of Mue
"The Empty Cup". a story siine p.m Breakfast will be and family.
t•wes
ray Route Two and Mr. and
son, Larry, Ova%
giving and receiving of Ra- served at the close of the par- Phillips and
Mrs Cecil Swift of Bentoo of
Street.
chel and her husband The story ty. Make reservetions by Mon- bey
••
•
Route Three.
Sold of their life together at day with Mrs. Allen Rose 753Great grandparents are Mr.
Kenneth Morris
Mrs.
and
Mr.
P3690
the time of Christ's birth and
•••
and Mrs. °aro Butterworth of
and children, Mark, Sheila, and
the death of their son,
after
Murray Route Two. Mrs. Mettle
Belleville, ill., are the
The Garden Department of Jill.
order of King Herod.
McMillen of EVIMISTiiit, Ind, skin by
guests of her parents.
holiday
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
the
introduced
Mrs. Baker was
Mr and Mrs Bill Rhoades and
have a call meeting at the club Mr. and Mrs. B K Trevethan,
Haack.
I.
J.
Mrs.
by
Mr. and Mrs Gentry Swift of
a_m. to take down and other relatives and friends.
The president, Mrs. Ronald house at 9:30
Se.
Bentoe Route Three
and Mrs. the decorations et the club
presided
Churchill,
Great great grandparents are
John Workman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
led the open- house
•• •
Mrs. Mors Farmer of Murray Henry McKenzie
spent Monday in Memphis,
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hum- ing prayer.
The New Year's Eve deem Tenn., with their eon and fam, During the social hour gifts
phrey.
will be held at the Calloway ily. Mr and Mrs. Bob Workman
County Country Club for adult and children, Laura and Owen.
members and out of town guests of Sylve North Carolina. The
from rune p.m. to one a.m. Bob Workman family was visit.
Hosts are Messrs and Mesdames ing her parents. Mr and Mrs
Charles Mercer, Tommy Alex- Earl Owen at Memphis
•••
ander, Fred Wells, and Bobby
Wilson. Decorations will be
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W Drew
Mews and Mesdames Tommy and son, Rob, of Bridgeport
Chrisp, Bob Billington, Bill Doss Conn., are the holiday guests of
and Bill Wyatt.
their son and brother,
• ••
Drew, Mrs. Drew, and son,
Chris, Sycamore Street.
Thursday, January 2
•••
The ladies day luncheon will
Preston Thurman of Detroit,
be served at 12:15 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club. Reservat- Mich., and Herbert Thurman of
ions should be made by Mon- Memphis, Tenn., have been the
day night, December 30, with holiday guests of their brother,
Roberts Ward 753-1700, Bobbie Howell Thurman, Mrs ThurBuchanan 753-2247, or Ann Cole man, daughter, Nancy, and son,
753-5017.
Paul, South 0th Street.
• ••
•••
The Town and Country HomeDr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells of
makers Club will meet at the Murray and Mrs Martha Nell
home of Mrs A L Hough, 1505 Wright and sons, Mike and
Kirkwood Drive, with Mrs. C. Monte, of Metropolis, ni , were
mother
a
up
wake
DEAR ABBY Please print this and help
W. Jones as cohostess at 7:30 the Christmas guests of their
who LS neglecting her 4-year-old son. She happens to be Illy
pm.
son and brother and family,
•••
divorced daughter. She works, taking him to a nursery Monday
Dr. and Mrs. 0 C. Wells, Jr.,
The Garden Department of and daughter, Mary Lynn, of
thru Friday. She gets home each day at 5- 30 p m . gives him
the Murray Woman's Club will McKenzie, Tenn.
supper and puts him in bed On Monday she starts trying to
Meet at the elub house at 1:30
find someone to keep the boy from Friday after work until late
The English once believed
ma Rill Williams will be the
Sunday evening, so she can kick up her heels and act like a
speaker Hostesses are Mesdam- that apples removed warts.
tecr_ ager it some cheap dance hall Abby, she is 24
•
•
•
es M. 0. Wrether, V E. WindThis little boy begs to go to Sunday school, but our sor, Fred Gingies, B. L BowExperts consider adults to be
daughter won't take him She says he has plenty of time for -den. B. J. Hoffman. and Eat- more careless than children
when it comes to littering, says
that, and she has her own life to think about.
Buie.
Keep America Beautiful, Inc.
She never takes the child anywhere His grandmothers
•
•
•
Lake him occasionally, but he needs a mother's love. His daddy
great
The
heron builds
blue
is as bad as his mother He promises to come and see him, and
a nest three feet in diamver.
the poor kid looks in the window for him all day Sunday and no
•
CONCERNED
daddy shows up What can I do'
Archeological evidence indimites human beings inhabited
DEAR CONCERNED: If you reel make your daughter
California as long as 34 000
realize what an injustice she is dikes her see duriag his
years ago.
inapressioaabie. formative years. take the child whenever yoe
• • •
can asd try to compensate for the love and attention be is
California has 1.264 miles of
being denied by his permits. [I've always said, before marriage
coastline along the Pacifle
mental tests should be required by law, eat Mood tests. I
Ocean.

.a

Mrs. C. M. Baker
Guest Speaker
For Magazine Club

SOCIAL CALENDAR

of

High -heeling Mom
Son in Face
Kicks Abigail
Van Buren
By

a re

11

There are approximately 50
different alphabets in use today, varying from 20 to 30 letters, says Collier's Encyclopedia.
• • •
Oberlin College in 1841 became the first to grant a Bachelor of arts degree to women.

DEAR ABBY: It was bad enough when my girl friend
found out about my wife. But when my wife found out about
my girl friend I really was in trouble. To make matters worse,
these two have become very good friends and they have coffee
ergether about once a week What do you think they're cooking
HARRY
up'
DEAR HARRY: Year goose. probably.
DEAR ABBY: You've got to help me I'm an IS-year-old
girl who is going steady with a fl-year-old guy who keeps after
me to "prove my love."
We've gone together for a year now, and Abby. I DO love
him, but I just can't see myself "proving" it the way he wants
me to lie says it's not wrong if two people love each other and
plan to get married some day.
But Abby, 1 -just omelet -raised that way. -We ask about-this all the time. He's really a swell guy, and I'd give -my right
BLUE EYES
arm for him What should I do'

•••

DEAR BLUE EYES: Teti him to be a man. "prove" his
love sad metre' himself. And ft be still keeps after you. be's
net worth your right arm. What be needs is a rigid beak.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "IN LOVE WITH A BELLY
DANCER IN CHICAGO:'Tell her you've bad a bellyful of her
excuses, and have "get" feeling it won't work."
Everylsoey has a probleaa. What's yours? For a personal
reply wells be Abby. Box Mee Las Asides. Cal.. Nee and
ameirme a staged. sell-adiareesed envelope
FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO KNOW." SEND Wes TO ABBY. BOX WM, LOS
ANGELES. CAL. ewe.
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of jade silk. Their cor- 011us Cain Family
Miss Mary Leslie Erwin Becomes Bride frocks
sages were carnations with jewel
Holds Dinner On
Of John Fred Malhame Ito Ceremony
trim,
Day
Christmas
At The First United Methodist Church
Reception

The Oilus Cain family held
a reunion on Christmas day at
Following the ceremony the ternoon at four-thirty o'clo9k
reception was held at theCallow- at the Community Center on
ay County Country Club. The Ellis Drive.
guests were presented to the
A potluck dinner was sere.i
receiving line by Mrs. W. C. and a fellowship hour was enElkins.
joyed by the family.
The bride's bouquet along with
Those present were Mrs. 01silver love birdsadornedthe reg- lus (Lydia) Cain, Mr. and Mrs
ister table presided over by Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Mr and Mrs
Audrey Simmons, Sr.
Zane Cunningham and son, Phil
The reception table was cen- lip, of Bowling Green, Mr. and
tered in front of the fireplace and Mrs Ralph Ray, Mr. and Moe
the mantle was lovely with banked Rob Ray and children, Kevffi
magnolia leaves and sprengliri and Robyn, Mr. and Mrs. Ronfern and nestled in these were nie Ray and children, Rogers
large graduating candles. Back- Kim, and Keith. of Mayfield.
ground music was furnished by a Mr. and Mrs Joe Cain and baby
strolling accordbuest, Wallace of Paducah, Steve, Becky, and
Joey Cain of St. Louis, Mo., Mr
Vebeline of Paducah.
The table was covered with and Mrs. Junior Compton and
white satin and garlanded with daughters, Cindy, Celia, and
String smilax caught at intervals Ginger. Mr and Mrs. 0. L. Cain,
with China cherubs and wedding Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cain and
bells. Centering the long table son, Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Her!
was a four tiered columned cake my Schweir of New Jersey, Mr
flanked on either side by tall and Mrs. Alvis Jones, TommNa
silver epergnes filled with stock, Eddie, Lisa, and Debbie, Lae;
roses, and carnations and hold- 13e11, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cain
ing cathedral tapers. At each and sees, Barry and Darryl,
end of the table there were silver end Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cain
punch bowls encircled with simi- and children, Mark, Jana, and
lax and camellias and they held Kyron, of Mayfield.
After dinner guests were Mr.
floating ice carvings of camellia
and Mrs. Dan Cain and childfilled wedding bells,
Country ham and biscuits and ren, Dana, Melissa, and Tyler riF
meat filled cornucopias were al- St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
so served: All the table appoint- Ted Cunningham and childrel,
Teresa and Greg, and Mr. ante
ments were in silver.
Those serving were Mrs. L. Mrs. Larry Cain and son, Brad
Members of the family unHolmes Ellis, Sr., Mrs. Herman
Ellis, Miss Katie Bailey of Wash- able to attend were Mrs. Lurand daughters, Khadington, D. C., Mrs. William Crou- win Cain
ra and Sara, of Mayfield, Mr
se, Mrs. Mary Karr, Mrs. Art
Lee, Mrs. Howard Titsworth, and Mrs. Alton Cain and son,
Mrs. Conrad Jones, Mrs. Perry Gene, Mr. and Mrs. Max Cain
MRS. JOHN FRED MALNAME
Cole of Paducah, Mrs. Stev and baby, all of Paducah, his,
Story, Miss Judy Zaloom of Br Sandra Cain of Nashville, Tenn,
Beautiful in its simplicity was Mrs, William Dobson of Murray, oklyn, N. Y., and Miss Debbie Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley anA
children, Glen and Jane, of
Nance Lee,
the wedding of Miss Mary Leslie cousin of the bride.
Misses Lisa, Kellie, and Angi Falls Church, Vs., and Mr. and
Erwin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The matron of honor and the
Edwin Stark Erwin of Murray, to bridesmaids wore identical floor Ellis, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Dwaiti Riley of Dallas, TexEllis, Jr. of JeffersonJohn Fred Mathame of New York length models of Venetian rose Leslie
•• •
City, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred crepe, fashioned in slim fluid town, handed out rose and white
guests.
the
to
rice
of
bags
net
Florida,
Miami,
of
J. Italhame
silhouette gowns with slightly
which was solemnized on Satur- lifted waistlines and ruching neRobert Young Returns
Buffet Dinner
day, November 30, at four-thirty cklines. The gowns featured VicHOLLYWOOD (UP I ) -4
o'clock in the afternoon at the torian shirred long sleeves, and
Immectiately after the recept Robert Young returns to work
First Unitea Methodist Church were completed with a narrow
ion Mr. and Mrs, Erwin and Mr. as the star of Universal's
movie - for - television "Marcue
in Murray.
velvet sash that fell to the hem- and Mrs. Dan McNutt entertain
Welby, M.D"
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., line.
with a buffet dinner for the bri
pastor of the church, officiated
They wore formal veils attach- party and the out of town guests
at the single ring candlelight ed to crushed velvet Victorian
the private dining room of th
ceremony.
French Star
toques. Each attendant carried Holiday Inn.
The stately architecture of the cloud puffs of babies breath covFollowing the dinner the bridal In 'Topaz'
sanctuary provided a background ering the elongated bouquets of
HOLLYWOOD UPI —Philcouple left for a wedding trip to
of elegance for the ceremony. pink sensation ruses,carnations, Hawaii, Japan, and Hong Kong ippe Noiret, French stage and
screen star, will play a te4
The vows were spoken before and using camellia foliage and
with the bride wearing an ice role
for Alfred Hitchcock in
the communion table which held gaLtx leaves as an accent.
Her
ensemble,
blue Italian knit
'Topaz."
two bronze Grecian urns bolding
Miss Helene Merhige, daugh- unadorned sleeveless dress was
— fan shaped arrangements of ivo- ter of Dr. and Mrs. Edmund Mer- fashioned with a cuffed neckline
ry roses, fug mums, and jade hige of Tenafly, N. J., and niece and was topped by a full length
A sunflower may have a stem
14 feet tall supporting a bloom
greenery. On either side were of the groom, was the flower hand tucked coat,
more than a foot in diameter
the candelabra holding white cat- girl. She wore a floor length
After January 1, Mr. and Mrs.
hedral tapers lighted by Edmund dress of matching velvet with Malhame will be at home at 330
Nahas and Dan McNutt.
a circlet neck, puff sleeves, and West 58th Street, New York, N.Y.
A program of nuptial music a wide taffeta sash covered with
OW of town guests for thew
W.
R.
Mrs.
by
presented
was
handsewn flowers in blending sh- ing were Mr. and Mrs. Fred J.
Farrell, organist, and Mrs. H. ades. She scattered rose petals
Malhame of Miami, Fla., Mr.and
Glenn Doran, vocalist. Mrs. Dor- from a velvet lined basket.
Mrs. Frank R. Ellis of Arlington,
an's selections were "I Love
Va., Dr. and Mrs. Edmond MerRichard Merhige of Brooklyn,
Thee" by Griegg and "Whither
hige, Miss Helene Merhige, Masbest
as
cousin
his
served
Y.,
N.
Tho Goest" by Singer.
ter Edmond, Jr., and David MerThe bride entered the church man. Groomsmen were Peter
hige, Tenafly, N.J.; Mr. ancl Mrs.
escorted by her tattier, and they Boutross Edward Nahas, and Eddie
Zaloom, Miss Judy Za1proceded down the white carpet- Edward Merhige, all of Brook-oorn, Mrs. Richard Mereige, MRaymond
of
Y.,
N.
Sayeg
lyn,
altar.
the
to
aisle
ed
?tithes, Mr. and Mrs.
New York City, Robert Mack- rs. Edmund
all of Brooklyn, N.Court,
Basil
soud of Glen Rock, N. J. , and
Bride's Dress
Y.; Mrs. Robert Mac.ksoud of
Dan McNutt of Louisville.
Glen Rock, N. J. , and Mr. and
Master Gregory Dan McNutt
The formal bridal gown of
Mrs, Leslie H. Ellis, Jr., and
ivory silk film was cut ma skim- of Louisville, nephew of the briLisa, Kellie, and Angdaughters,
mer silhouette with a high Victor- de, was the ring bearer.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Erwin chose for her dau- ie, Jeffersontown,
ian lace neck band, Alencon lace
James Marvin of Mayfield; Mr.
appliqued the soflly molded bob ghter's wedding a daytime cosKIDNAP VICTIM Barbara Jan,
and Mrs. Henry Hollingsworth o
ice, hemline, and Lady Quinevie- tume of platimum silk. Her sleevCamden, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Mackie looks none the worse
under
worn
was
skimmer
and
eless
sleeves
completed the
re
John Poole of Commerce,Texas; for wear---"buried" SO hours
gown with a matching fly away a matching full length coat
back home in ('oral Gables.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Baker
handset stones andadornewith crystpanel in the track.
Tenn., Miss Bettie Ha- Fla. Half a Million dollars
Nashville,
A Madonna cathedral length als around the collar and down
rt of Memphis, Tam.; Mrs. Rob. was paid twice and recovveil fashioned of Alencon embr- the front. She wore a platimum
rt Mason, Jr. of Frankfort; Con- ered twice for her release •
demi
and
veil
pinned camellias
oidered lace created especially
and Mrs. Frank A. Stgressman
for the gown was worn Mantilla to her shoulder.
C.;
The groom's mother was attir- ubblefield of Washington, D.
fashion falling gracefully as the
ed in an off white peau de sole Mrs. H. L. Nance, Mr. and Mrs.
train,
C. W. Castle and children, Jim
The bride wore a diamond wat- dress that was reembroidered itt
Cathy, of Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
and
ch bracelet which was a gift from pink and silver encrusted beads Lee Taylor of Carbondale, Ill.;
the groom's parents, and a gold and pearls, She wore a blending' Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Urban of Molocket that her maternal grand- whimsey that was overlaid with
rganfteld, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
mother, mother, and sister had pink piolettes and other matching
Shaw Stubblefield of Lexington;
accessories. Her corsage was a
worn in their weddings.
Miss Joe Ellen Henderson and
She carried a Victorian bou- white cateleya orchid.
Mrs. Perry Cole of Paducah;
The bride's maternal grandquet of calla lilies, roses, stepMrs. Mike Rayburn of Memphis,
BOWS TV RIPAIR
mother, Mrs. Leslie Ellis, wore
hanotis, and gypsophila.
Tenn.; Mrs. Mickey Wells of
k at
4
Mrs. Dan McNutt of Louisville a navy raw silk dress and a
Joplin, Mo.
LURCH'S
MUSIC
a
TV
matching
velvet
matron
as
of
petal
sister
her
heaViece
served
Dixieland Center
honor. The bridesmaids were and a corsage of red roses with
Phone 763-7675
tame TILL S•1141 P.M.
Miss Dianne Finn of Atlanta, Ga., jewel leaves.
Giza
of
pyramids
three
The
Mrs. Edmund Merhige and
Miss Karen Krauchunas of BatIn Egypt are the largest stone
tle Creek, Mich., Miss Nancy Mrs. Eddie Zaloom, sisters of structures ever erected anyHite of Greenwich, Conn., and the groom, selected after five where.
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Stereo consoles
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GOOD MAN
SHORT trip
Murray, Ken
want is wort
in year, plu
bonus. Air rie
son, Pres., So
roleum Con
Texas 76101.
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GIVE PROC
STRATIONS.
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Our Price '8.88
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"MR NEW YEAR" Smiling
Frankie Scholl was selected
-Mr New Year" by guests
at the King 1 Inn and Golf
Club, Freeport. Grand Bahama Inland in the Bahamas

OTHER HALF of the kidnap
team that left Barbara Jane
Mackie -buried- is Ruth
Eisemann-Sehier. !4:1 ys the
FBI. The Hondilias-born
Miss Schier is a biology renear( her at the U of Miami
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No
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2 FOR 1 SHOE ,,SALE

Buy One Pair At Regular Price Get A 3econd Pair Free!!
This offer includes Men's, Worn,mx' and Childrens' Shoes!

You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
5 10 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

FAMILY SHOE STO

twalie4Etyk UM WAWA Etht WA WAWA Et/ik4,4tkhgaW41:1414 Etlik WAOM WA WA WAtWdeR4

Glenn C. Wooden, Owner
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Land
Transfers
Kenneth R. Keel and Carolyn
Joyce Keel to Bobby Joe Nanney
and Linda Kaye Nanney; lot in
Henry Addition.
Allen Rose and Doris Rose to
H. E. Trees, Marcile Trees, Jack Cain, and Laverne Cain; two
lots in Pine Hills Subdivision.
E, F. Jones to Truman E.Jones, Hoyland Jones, Clifton Lee
Jones, and Anna Lou Jones; property in Callowa, County,

Deaths reported today were Samuel A. Harris, age
88, Alvin Lee Bilbrey, age 80, A. D. (Tosh) Jameson, age
71, Mrs. Lorene Fulton, age 87, of Owensboro, and TomMy Wells.
Inas Joa.n Goord, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Olin
Moore of Murray, senior student at Owensboro-Oarless
County Hospital tilehool of Nursing, was crowned Miss
ODCH at a, Christinas reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Janie* of Hanel observed their
golden wedding anniversary today at the home of her
brother, Hoyt Lamb of Murray.
William P. bavta, Willis R. Rodgers. J. B. Bell, W. Z.
Fulton E. Young and Irene C. Carter, and Sue' Stalls were elected officers of Lodge
Young to Fulton Young Realty, 105 FdrAM.
Inc.; correction of deed to property dated September 3, 1968,
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Clancy Vance to Dewey LampMOO DO 00000
kins, Sr., and Ruby Lampidns;
ACROSS
2-River island
MODOMB 000000
property on U, S. Highway 641.
3-Comely
OM UM00000 DU
Galen Thurman, Jr., and Rose- 1 -Opening
4 Agile
00 OPOD 000O
mary Thurman to G. Russell Do- 4-Reaches across
5-Footlike part
01400 MOM OMB
6-Near
NU000 ODOR 00
wdy and Katherine E. Dowdy; 9-Stitch
7-Titles
12-Ventilate
MOMO 0000
lot in Whitnell Estates.
8-Winter vehicle
MO 000J 130000
Galen Thurman;Jr., andRose- 13-Part of tlower
9-Home-brew
0110 0000 NOS0
mary Thurman to G. Russell Do- 14-Chinese pagoda
makers
DOMO 0000 OM
10-Dine
wdy and Katherine E.Dowdy;Opt- 15-Guides
OM DOOMMOU W0
11-Existed
DOMV0O 000000
ion of contract on lot in Whitnell 17-Earns
16
-Period
of
time
19-Attempt
Estates Subdivision.
18-Downpours
19

174

POlt RENT
OMER 60 Tractor and 12 fool MCE SLEEPING rooms for
disc, plow and trailer, 1300.00. boys, 1 block from campus. Call
TFC 7534425 or 753-3662. Jan-15-NC
Phone 4384444.
5-ROOM unfurnished house, gas
hest. 310 N. 5th. Cam 753-1787.
D-28-C
TWO-BEDROOM house with
carport Gas hest. Available
D-31-C
now. Phone 753-2087.

THREE-ROOM furnaaned apartmeat, utilities .arnatied, with
private bath and entrance. Lo$2 NICE 8 week old Hampshire cated 411 So. 8th St., $73.00 per
pigs. Phone 753-6081 or 753- month 753-8294.
D-31-C
=2.
REAL ESTAT1 POlt SALE
1950 FERGUSON tractor, plow,
WITH
BEST WISHES for the
disc, cultivator and mowing machine. 1957 Chevrolet, 4-door New Year-We offer the folhardtop, standard shift, V-11. lowing specials.
D-31-C NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
Phone 753-7143.
wooded lot, 1507 Johnson Blvd.
MAPLE HARVEST dining table Central heat and air. Carpeted,
with drop leaves. Like new. living nom with fireplace. FamD-31-C ily room, kitchen with buntPhone 753-2888.
ing; 1% baths, utility, patio
BALDWIN
ORGANS and double carport. This real
Pianos; Guitars; Motorola Qua- /God home is available now.
sar color TV; Rand instruments; NICE 3-BEDROOM brick
on
Stereo consoles, Stereo compon- Peggy Ann Drive, hike new.
ents; II track car or home tape; Has living room carpeted; large
8 track tapes; Records; Tape family room, kitchen, 1% baths.
Recorders, mono or stereo. Lon- Closed in garage, black top
ardo Piano Co., "Your com- driveway. Two air-conditioners.
store"
music
plete
Near trading center and located
across from post office, Paris, well for schools.
D-28-C FIVE ACRES 641 South
Tennessee.
Equipboth
elec- ped for nursery. Has buildingADDLNG MACHINES,
tric and manual for sale or combination home and florist
rent. Figure your own income shop. This property offers many
and possibilities and owner has it
returns. Ledger
tax
D-31-NC priced to sell. One-fourth cash
es Office Supply.
and will carry balance at 13N%
BLACK AND WHITE TV. Will Interest.
WE HAVE several other homes,
cheap Phone 753-8005.
D-30-C farms, commercial property,
and a well located business for
4 & 8 TRACK tape player like sale.
guitar
new. Black arch top
FULTON YOUNG, Realty, 4th
with a new set of Gibson & Maple, Murray, Kentucky.
strings. Call 753-3418.
J-3-P Office phone 753-7333, Home,
Fulton Young, Broker, 753-4946;
R. B. Patterson, Salesman, 436HELP WANTED
5697.
WANTED: part time office girt
General office work and sales. TWO-STORY BRICK, claw to
No typing. Reply in writing to town and university, 5 bedP. 0. Box 32-L c/o Ledger and rooms, 2 baths, 'creamed In
Times.
TFC porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-34911.
Jari.4C

HELP

WANTED

BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
home. Dining room, family
room, GE kitchen, including diepoes1 an4.4lakeraciase..large loe,
fenced back yard. Upper twenties. Call for appointment to see
after 5:00 p. m. and weekends,
753-3123.
TIC

Ten Years Ago Today
LILDOKR a =Nan TUX

.RentFIN/

FLUFFY soft and bright as
now. That's what cleaning nip
will do when you use Blue laa
tre! Rent electric shampooer $L
D-314
Tidwell's Paint Store.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

anoom ma ma

20-Foot lever

20-Crony (collat.)
21 -Scatter
22-Wear away
23-Metal
fastener
25-Inclines
26-Declare
28-Skill
29-Native metal
31-Higher

42-Greek letter
32 Before
John D. Grogan, Maclean Grog- 21-Bristle
35 Most ancient
43-Nerve network
Dance step
an, Howard Brandon, and Ruth 23'
36 Vessel
44-Timid
24-Evils
Brandon, waiver of restrictions
37 Come on the
45-Cravat
27-Litt with lever
scene
46-Soak
on tracts of land in Whitnell and
2111-8e ill
39-More
47-The self
Grogan Fairground Addition,
sagacious
29-Beginning
48-Encountered
Gene Steely to J. B. Bell and
40
Succor
51-Compass point
30-Artificial
Alice Bell; lot in Whitnell and
language
10 11
9
5
6
7 T
1
2
3 ..*:. 4
Grogan Fairground Addition.
31-Vase
e!:-.
iktP
J. C. Davis of Placentea, Cal- 32-Bitter vetch
14
;ATP., 13
12
eels
TAKING SHAPE FOR NEW AIR AGE-This is the first airline terminal designed for the age
if., to Hubert G. Pittman and 33-Cooled lava
18
16
13
New
International,
at
Kennedy
shape
Oower
and
SST,
taking
of the big Boeing 747
Blanche Pittman; quit claim deed 34-Tatte as one's
N'17
own
York TWA calls it Flight Wing One 43,000 tons of concrete in external construction.
,,• 20
to three lots in Hurley and Riley 36-Prefix before
19
.
t.,.., #` e
Blood River Subdivision.
_
37-Emmet
kn
25 76
.; 24
21 22
,..n..,, 23
Hubert C. Pittman and Blanch 311,Bark
:V
Pittman to Jay H, Supper and 39-Sorrow
A:.29
77
••'28
+0
......
0
ire
Frances H. Supper of McLean, 40-Part of church
4I-Charge tha
•
••••. 31
:P.:. 33
30
••••: 32
Va., lot in Hurley and Riley
account of
43-Tear
Blood River Subdivision.
ISI, 6
34
35
V.- 37
Rupert Pittman and nine Pitt- 4,I-Cubic meters
•e
•40
man
of Wane, Mich., to Jay H. 46-Buy back
9
$:
Thy faithfulness is ante all generations: thou hest Supper and Frances H. Supper of 49-Pronoun
.
Questions
%
50-Doctrine
established the earth, and It abideth. -Psalm 119:90.
McLean, Va.; 37 acres in Hurley 52-Mature
1
I
r* 4
47 ,48
44
.45
and Riley Blood River Subdivi- 53-Still
.
46
'
54-Rugged
i
51
49
..3O
In spite of our natural bent toward fickleness and sion.
mountain
.'4*•
Danny Pittman to Jay H. Sup- 55-Decay crest
:,4
disobedience, God remains faithful to His purpose to
••:••••
53
of
H.
Supper
and
Frances
per
Older people who enter the bless us.
•
••:•.•
DOWN
McLean, Va.; property in Callowhospital under Medicare on Jan29
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
1 Aertform fluid
ay County,
uary 1 or after will be responsible for an additional 14 of
their hospital bills.
Up till now, Charles M. Whitaker, Social Security District
WHAT ELSE 15 114ERE TO DO ON
ANYONE WHO WOULD 61T
Manager said, Medicare has
54TuRDAY AFTERNOON WHEN qOuR
AROUND BY H1M5ELF MAKING
paid all but the first $40 of a
Medicare beneficiary's hospital
GIRL FRIEND AS LEFT Ya), qOUR
FUNNY FACES MUST BE CRAzq
bill in each spell of illness. EfTV 'SET 15 BROKEN AND '?OUR
fective January 1, he said, it
JOGGING
SUIT 15 IN THE (L)A614 ?
will cover all but the first
$44. He noted that the hospital
bill for an average 'stay by a
Medicare beneficiary now runs
about WOO

SOCIAL Bible Thoughtfor Today
SECURITY
and
Answers

The hospital deductible aBy OWNER, 2-bedroom house mount - the amount for which
GOOD MAN OVER 40 FOR and lot on Concord Hwy. Phone the Medicare beneficiary is reD-31-C sponsible - he explained, is
SHORT trips surrounding 753-7143.
similar to the deductible aMurray, Kentucky. Man we
DUSI/1111111
mounts provided in many auto
want is worth up to $16,500
OPPOSTUM111111
insurance policies where the
in year, plus regular cash
car owner pays the first $50 or
bonus. Air mail B. H Dicker- HERE'S AN opportunity for a $100 of a repair bill and the
sales and mechanically-minded
son, Pres., Southwestern Pet- person who wants to own and insurance company pays the
roleum Corp. Ft. Worh, operate his own business. rest.
The increase of $4 in the
D-30-C Triumph is the motorcycle that portion of the hospital bill for
Texas 76101.
has earned the title of "the
which a Medicare beneficiary is
world's best motorcycle". Their responsible results from a prokeputation for performance, re- vision in the law requiring an
liability and popularity is enannual review of the deductible.
vied by other brands. Triumph
The first such review, the law
dealers receive well planned na- provided, was to be made in
tional advertising support . . .
The law states that if this
as well as assistance with local 1968
annual review shows that hosadvertising. For a relatively
pital costs have changed signismall investment, the return
the hospital deducficantly,
can be big, and personally satbe adjusted for the
must
tible
isfying For details, write to
year, with any necesfollowing
Ed Nemec, Triumph Corp.,
adjustments made in $4
Towson, Baltimore, Maryland. sary
DEMON
steps - to avoid small annual
PRODUCT
GIVE
changes.
STRATIONS. Earn up to
LOST
AIM
PouND
$18,000 plus regular cash
Whitaker said that when the
bonus. We train Limited ,LOST: Liver and White male
amount
deductible
hospital
Pointer, Oght years old with
travel in Murray, Ky. area
comrequires
law
the
changes.
lame left front leg, strayed vicMust work without superviinity Blood River area Reward. parable changes in the dollar
sion. Air mail D. T. Dicker- Call Lance Booth,
amounts a Medicare beneficiary
phone 438pays toward a hospital stay of
son, Pres., Southwestern Pe- 2344 after 6:00 p. m.
D-30-C more than 60 days, or a posttroleum Corp., Ft. Worth,
hospital extended care stay of
NOTSCS
D-30-C
Texas 76101.
more than 20 days. These aNEWLY OPENED in Murray, a mounts, also, will go up 10 perstudio specializing in weddings cent. beginning January 1, 1969.
When a Medicare beneficiary
and fine portraiture. For apWANTED: part-time mechanic pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO, has a hospital stay of more than
on 8-cllnder Chevrolet. straight 223 South 13th. 753-3007.
60 days, he will pay $11 a day
nsmission. Age 21 to 40. SteD- MSC for the 61st through the 90th
ady employment, fringe beneday, up from the present $10
fits. Write P. 0. Box 32-L c/o NEW ANTIQUE SHOP! /Cain per day. If he has a post-hospiTFC
Trading
Post.
Owned
Tuck
and
Ledger and Times.
tal stay of over 20 days in an
operated by Kain Tiick Tent- extended care facility, he will
INDUSTRIAL Production work- tory, Inc. Fabulous array of
pay $5.50 per day toward the
ers. Graduate licensed practimerchandise. 1.4cated two °saw costs of the 21st through the
EmUnlimited
Jobs
nurses.
cal
north of Kahl Tuck Territory, 100th day.
_ployment Agency, 1827 Broad- three mile' .°11th of Kentucky
If he needs to draw on his
442-8181.
'way, Paducah, Ky
, on Hwy. 641. Next t04"lifetime reserve," the reserve
D-30-C Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 7
account a beneficiary can draw
days a week, 10 to 4. For ap- upon if he ever needs more
SHORT ORDEli Cook, night
than 90 days of hospital care
shift. Apply in person only. PMntment call 5024274848.
Jerry's Restaurant, South 12th.D-31-C in the same benefit period, he
D-30-C ELECTROLUX SALES & Set-- will now pay $22 a day for each
vice, Box 213 Murray,-Ky., C reserve day used, instead of
WAITRESS, day shift, Hazel
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3178. $20 per day.
Cafe. Phone 492-9786. D-31-C
For Medicare benegclaries
Lynnville, Ky.
Jan.-30-C
who enter a hospital before the
end of this year, the hospital
ieductible amount will be $40,
rather than $44, Whitaker
pointed out. Also, the dollar amounts they will pay toward
the cost of a hospital stay of
Moic wan 500 rest areas more than 60 days or for post,
NOTICE: We repair all makes, have been constructed since hospital extended care of more
vacuum cleaners, Masters, mix- 1965 along U.S. hichways and than 20 days will be payable at
ers. irons, heaters, all small plans call for about 600 addi- the old rate - even though the
appliances Ward & Elkins, 409 tional areas, says the National services may be provided in
Jan.-30•C Automobile Club. Texas has the 1969, rather than in 1968.
most rest areas in the nation984.
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by Charles M. Schulz
A

Peanuts®

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
HI, PEEWEE) H ,
(NANCY

HAVE ANOTHER
PAIR AT HOME
JUST LIKE
THEM

YOU'RE WEARING
UNUSUAL
m
'

VET

HELP
WANTED

Abbie'N Slats
THIS IS PART OF CHARLIE S
BOAT, I'M POSITIVE, SUE. YOU
RECOGNIZE IT, DON'T
YOU

by R. Van Buren
I GOT A SINKING
SENSATION ITS CHARLIE'S
BOAT, POP, BUT WHERE'S
THE REST OF IT 2,

ALL THAT'S OUT THERE fS
THAT YACHT. I WONDER IF
THEY COULD HAVE SEEN
WHAT HAPPENED TO
GiAsS
;
41. as
.4
OP" r._

I.

Li

••• 0.

A.

Lil' Abner

MOLASSIS
ARISTOIL
PARADISE IS
BIRDS
ISLAND
FORTIAE
NOVJ
garden of

veritab)e .tnexplicably
Once a
s\and hasrecreat'ion
Eden,the
rest and
brds
become a i\l-rnannerecl
wor\c1k.,.
stop for over
from a\ l

IT-IT'S (GROAN) MOVING OUT
Tit4
0ToucH
SEA... AND WE'VE GOT NO
WAV lt) GET
WITH

• •,

/2.26

by Al Capp
WHY

ARE THE''
, TRvING TO SEAT
THEIR \PVANIN? WHAT ARE

THEY AFTER?

a

e

'rata

PAOE six

THE

LEDGER

TIME

Auburn Passes
To Challenge
Arizona Runs
EL PAS0
- awn

Quotes From The News
Ite I1T4IITED P1K311 INTIDINATIONAL
WASHINGTON — NikoLai Podgorny, chairman of the
Soviet Preisidium, cabling President Johnson on the succesa of the Apollo 8 orbit of the moon
"Accept our congratulations in connection with

— The Auburn Tigers, with
quarterback Loran Carter
heading an explosive aerial attack, collides with ground'
minded Arizona Saturday in
the 34th annual Sun Bowl football game.
Auburn is a six-point favorite
Both teams had their eye on
the weather Friday in their
final workouts, and the weather was still in doubt.

the
flight

successful completion of the Apollo 8 spacecraft
around the moon, which was a new achievement in space
exploration by man."

DALLAS — Biologist Jeffrey J. W. Baker, urging that
CathoLics protest the Pope's encyclical on birth control
by diverting contributions to pay for birth control Information in underdeveloped nations:
"On this Sunday, I suggest that Roman Catholics all
over the United States and Puerto Rico could express
their disapproval of the encyclical by withholding all
monies from the collection plate."
DALLAS — Dr. Arthur GaLston, Yale university biologist, reporting on the effects of pesticides used by the
U. S. Army to kill rice crops in Vietnam:
"What happens is that not all of the rice is killed.
The people harvest it, eat it and then die from IL"
CHICAGO — Ernest Maack, a 13-year-old flagbearel-, recalling the scene when a North Central Airlines
Convair prop—jet crashed into the hanger where his
drum-and-bugle corps was practicing:
"All or a sudden there was a spark and the whelk
place was on fire"

ASTIONAM
(Continued From Paps it

that Borman, 40, Lovell, 40, and
Anders, 35, will be considered
along with others to make the
historic landing in 1969
completed
astronauts
The
their fantastic six day voyage
Friday, splashing down in the
dark Pacific ocean with the
same precision that had charac-

arrival at Ellington Air Force
Base in Houston Sunday, but a
space center spokesnsim said
"There'll probably be some people there."
terized the trip around the
The people of both the free
moon.
and communist worlds paid unprecedented tribute to Bermes.
They came back in at nearly
Lovell and Anders Friday after
15.000 miles per hour, a new
had
astronauts
the trail-blazing
speed record.
returned from the greatest mBorman, the waxily businessploration ever conducted
of Apollo 3
like
man
exclaimed "Boy my eyes openThe Apollo 8 crew circled the
wide on that one
moss 10 times on Christmas
Dr. Clarence A. Jernigan,
to
Friday
back
came
They
gm
°the astronauts on
tell the world what they had
the Yorktown, said "we
celestial
the
about
learned
w nothing new or spectacuiar.
sphere that has intrigued man-So far our tests have all
kind for ages
gone as expected" and added
On In Frau
Out he knows "of no reason
Borman. Lovell and Anders
why the three astronauts could
of
front
out
America
had put
not fly another missies."
space
the Soviet Union in the
Perfect Shape
race.
Jernigan, asked if they were
But the accomplishments of
in perfect condition, said 'esApollo 8 was a victory for mancept for fatigue, yet'
kind, rather than one nation.
Happiness gripped the mean
President Johnson said the
ed spacecraft team that had
world
the
astronauts had led
Decked the astronauts.
"into a new era."
Shortly after splashdown at
Tess, the Soviet news agency,
mission control, a giant Amensaid the American astroesuts
can flag covered the huge trails.
hod opened "a new stage in the
ing map that had been used to
history of splice research."
follow Apollo 8 around the
bead
Dr. Thomas Paine, acting
moon The "Star-Spangled Banof the National Aeronautics ner" was played over the public
and Spec* Agency NASA said address system that bad been
"man has started his drive out used
to communicate every
into the universe."
word uttered by the astronauts.
"will
That drive, he
But LL Gen. Sanuel C. Phil-.ever stop"
lips, director of the Apollo pro
Bormen, Lovell and Anders, gram, said there would be lit
the greatest heroes to date in de time for celebration.
America's 10 year race to the
"Our program is moving with
moon. have a chance to be in on 'rapid momentum." he said, add.
the moon landing itself next ling that Apollo 9, the fleet ten
year
ief the moon landing craft,
May no Chosen
'would probably be lamiched
A space agency official hinted

00_

toothbrush for TV
MOONSOUND— Astronaut William Anders waves his
Lovell zoom toward
James
and
Borman
Frank
and
he
as
Earth
watchers on
venture into outer space.
the Moon in the Apollo 8. It was man's first

Feb. El.
esillsepe
The splashdown in the Pacific was just 6,000 yards from
the 25-year-old Yorktown, the
prime recovery vessel. For a
ship that had been aimed from
nearly 250,000 miles away, it
was a bullseye for a Lending, in
keeping with the flawless operation of the vehicle throughout
the six days.
The spaceship toppled over In
the ocean briefly, leaving the
astronauts dangling upside down
In their net harnesses. Borman
flipped a switch inflating three
balloons and the ship turned
uprig
After becoming the first men
to enter the moon's gravitational field, the first to circle the
moon and the first to trend
Dearly 25,000 miles per hour,
the astronauts narrowly missed
being confronted by a problem
that has plagued voyagers for
centuries — a 10-foot shark.
The shark threatened swimmers around Apollo 8 in the
Pacific.

Rites Will Be Held
For Mrs. Denham
The final rites for Mrs. Judge
(Bessie) Denham will be held
today at two p.m. at the Roberts Funeral Chapel. Mayfield.
with Rev. Joe Wheatley officiating. Burial will be in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Pallbearers will be David
Hiu-rison. Eddie Warner, Till
Turnbow, Torn Cross, Bill Beadles, and George Cook
Mrs. Denham, age 7'7, died
Thursday at the Mayfield Hospital.
Survivors are her husband of
Sedalia, three mit, Robert,
Harold, and Will .1. Denhsm,
three daughters, Mrs. Liable Fuqua, Mrs Gaylon Darnell, and
Mrs. Robert Smith, a sister, Mrs.
Lute Smith, and several nieces
and nephews including Mrs Ottis Valentine, Mrs. John Hopper, Mrs. Winnie Fleggee, Mrs.
Bertha Jones. Novis Pate. and
Charlie Denham, all of Murray
and Hazel

Storms
Hit Nation
Major

By United Press Internstiessal
systems
storm
Two major
struck the notion today providing the year 1988 with an unwelcome and devastating cur-

tain call.
One, a vest system in the
middle Missiasi,ppi Valley, is
spreading rain, snow and freeslag rain from the east Central
Plains to the aorthern Midwest,
leaving violent storms in its
wake in the South.
The other, moving in from
the Pacific Coast, is spreading
snow and bitter cold is far as
Utah and northern Nevada.
Tornadoes and high winds accompanied' by tbrrential rains
swept across Attends:. Minbi.
sipi and Alabama Friday night
The Mississippi Highway Patrol
tornado touched
a
reported
down near Grenada, damaging
a house trailer and knocking
down a shed. Another was reported near Belzoni.
One-fourth of the NetherAt least one person was 111.
lands Iles below sea level.
ported injured at Caledonia
• • •
damaged
(Continued Prom Page 1)
By the year 2000, farmers Miss., as high winds
will use computers to deter- a dairy bar and several house.
Memphis, Tenn. reported over
crowd, and she didn't swing mine when to plant, fertilize,
with the bad crowd Some of Irrigate, spray
and
harvest one and a half inches of rata
by early today.
I us liked her, but she didn't fit their crops
The northern Midwest was
in."
hit with heavy snowfalls. Ns
He also said that she "was ...braska Lt. Gov, John Everroad
the N ati o nal
Friday ordered
she never took the
honest
Guard on alert "because of the
boots. I'll tell you that"
condition of the highways in
the state of Nebraska."
• • •
Traveler warnings were in
When Roman Emperor Titus 4
effect from eastern Nebraska to
opened the Colosseum in AD.
New England by early morning.
80. he gave out slaves as door
The Pacific storm had travel' prizes to lucky ticket holders.
ers warnings in effect for portions of Washington. Oregon,
western Montana and California
because of snow and blowing
snow.
wave
Cold
warnings were
for
posted
Washington. Cut
Bank Mont., reported an early
morning low of 25 below zero.
The Southwest and Southeast
were alone with dry conditions
Well, I hate horses
And I
as high pressure sheltered them
don't ride at all And I'd rather
from precipitation.
not even learn to ride. To me,
horse:i are obsolete I break out
in fever blisters whenever I'm
The coot or mud hen usually
around them and I think they
runs 50 feet or more across the
smell bad.
water before becoming air"So. why did I think it would
borne
not be necessary for me to have
• • •
Accused
to ride a horse- in this film" I KIDNAP SUSPECT
Widespread
observance
of
don't know"
of kidnaping Barbara Jane
January 1 as the start of a
Mackie. daughter of a wellnew year began in ancient
FURTHER. Kim's not a rough
to-do Miami, Fla . land deRome. says the National
and tumble type and the idea of
veloper. Carey Steven Krist
packing a pistol in the film also
graphic
is manacled following his ar•
•
•
disturbed her.
rest He Was captured with-Who wants to shoot a pisout a fight on a southwest
tol' I don't even play darts!"
Some tree frogs can change
Florida island. Authorities
In one scene she Was recolor from green to bright blue
quired to fire a huge Civil War
recovered almost 5480cr00 of
depending on their mood, ternpistol, the type that only a
the 5500,000 ransom.
perature and surroundings
-trong man could hold. In rehearsals, a string was tied to
Kim and, as she supposedly
fired, a propman yanked the
string to simulate the kick of
the gun It worked fine but
when the scene was made. the
small, blank charge in the pistol
actually sent her to the ground.
• • •

THREE HOUR ...

New Girl Silt- on the Horizon
Not Meant for Film Westerns
By ARMY ARCHERD
Ceittral Pr. AA A VtOrlalti()11
Correa poPid n t
HOLLYWOOD They're talking again' about a new star
the proverbial Hollywood
horizon another Audrey Hepbl,rn or Natalie Wood-type. She
is Kim Darby and she's hard to
spot these days on the abovementioned horizon, since she's
a tiny lass appearing opposite
6-foot 4-inch John Wayne in the
film version of Charles Portia'
best seller. "True Grit."
The pert. -20-year-old North
Hollywood-horn Kim is called
on to hold her own with Wayne,
a 40-year vet of the business.
and co-star Glen Campbell. who
rates as the number one TV
find of the past year, Miss Darby weighs in scarcely more than
100 pounds. and Wayne, who
is, with -her in almost all scenes.
tips the scales at the 240-pound
mark. She's got her work cut
out for her
• • •
SERIOUSLY, folk a, little
Mis., Darby couldn't be luckier
not only to be discovered by
producer Hal Wallis I who has a
record for finding star material
and using it properly and given
this role but to be working with
Wayne who gladly fades his
huge frame into the sidelines to
give someone else a chance to
have a place in the Sun. When
we went lever to visit Wayne on
the set, he immediately insisted we meet and talk with the
newc.mier
-She's a little scared" he
warned us. -so you be ;we to
yhear!" Wayne spat a huge
glob of tobacco juke on the
stage floor and pointed us in her
direction In case you didn't
Wayne hasn't smoked
know
since cancer forced removal of
mo- lung a couple years ago.
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"IT'S alright for this one pic(111.4") John Wayne roaches
tidy (5'3") Roo Darby how to ture." Kim said, rubbing her infire a gun os she debuts in a jured pride, "but I never want
movie, "True Grit," with him. to be a tomboy on the screen
again I want to wear pretty
I'm honored to be chosen for it. dresses- and be knored by the
but I have to say, in a way, leading man, and all that stuff."
"And I want to do It indoors."
that I'm not grateful. If I manddd.
age to stay alive I'll finish the she added
'reported
picture, of courier but no one
dutifully
to
will ever again talk me into John Wayne about his gutsy
co-star. He countered with. "I'd
making another western."
Not only did the high altitude sure like to get o,,t of westerns,
of the Montrose. Colo . location too! That a all they seem to be
make the youngster ill, but the thinking about for me l've got
horses ah. the horeea, did not four in a row to do. Doesn't
anyone think I ever wear anyagtee.with the city-bred girl
• • •
thing hut boots any more' I'd
HAVE a way of dismissing like to play something else
problems by putting them out like an engineer,"
And we've got just the girl
of my nand." she smiled "and
when I read the tarok, and then who'd like to play the engithe Maipt, it was clear that I neer's daughter mistiming papa
Kim admitted that this role NA ..11111 he required to ride horses has a job in a nice. modern
is -the is•st of the year and if I %, •1 r• tie ellIN'ept the part. skyscrapr r in a big city!

oeo-

Rain
fell Thursday
and
Thursday night as a cold front
moved through the mountains
surrounding El Paso However, by
had
skies
Friday
cleared and only strong winds
cool temperatures reand
mained
A defensive battle was in the
making although both head
coaches predicted "several"
touchdowns could be scored.
Both predicted victory.
Arizona boasts an 8-2 season
record and tied for second
place in toe Western Athlete
Conference. Auburn finished
the year with a 6-4 mark and
tied for third in the Southeastern Conference.
Saturday's Sun Bowl will be
Arizona's first major bowl
post-season appearance. Auburn will be making its seventh. The Tigers stand 2-4 in
bowl games.
Ralph Jordan, head coach at
Auburn, said the Tigers would
probably take to the air.
"We know Arizona has a
good running attack, and the
Wildcats certainly aren't going
to sit back and wait on us,"
Jordan said. "If we're going to
do well we'll have to do what
we've done well all year throw
the football."
Carter set eight Auburn records during the season. He
threw 248 passes, had 112 completed for 1,487 yards and 14
touchdowns.
Arizona's head coach Darrell
Mudra called Auburn a "real
fine defensive team," and said
Arizona expected it "to be
,hard to move the ball against
the Tigers."
"We've tried to prepare for
them just as we would for anyone—pick out the things they
do best and try to stop them,"
Mudra said.

Dickey Pleased
With Vol Drill

Florida Plans To Use Aerial
Attack In Peach Bowl Monday
By DAVID htOPPIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA VI — For a Join
ny-come-lately, the folks ruin
ning Monday night's first an
nual Peach Bowl have come
with whet should be a dandy

The ,
SourC4
In Mu
Callow

into a starting role for the Sem
Moles' 20-14 victory over Texas
Mild and by season's end he ..
held school records with 25•
touchdown passes, 182 panne

completed, 287 penes attempt
et! and 2,419 yards Seined Foaming.
offensive show.
Flo
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It's
Loumost of its offensive time in the
State 8-2 against versatile
isiana State 7-9, and, since both air but ISU will have to gear
of thew teams have shown nib, its defenses for the running of le
ity to score touchdowns in bun- fullhaek Tom Bailey and tail
ches, this could be one of the back Bill Gunter who gained
highest 'coring games of the over 1,000 yards rushing.
many post-season classics.
LSU is expected to feature
That goes especially for Plot- the running of fullback Kenny
State. The Seminoles have Newfield and tailback -Trig
a fearsome weapon in Bill Cap- ger" Allen plus the rollout' of
pleman passing to Ron Sellers Haynes and the peening of Hayand you have to go beck only nes and Hillman, mainly to spilt
to the last couple games of the end Tommy Morel.
regular season to see what this
twosome is capable of.
Sellers, college football's all
yards-by-a-receiver chamHardy specimens of gold/litho
pion, caught five Cappleman live 40 years or more.
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touchdown passes in a 42-24 vie.tory over Wake Forest. C.appleAug. 20 is Bologna f3tuffers
men, who broke all of Florida Day in Argentina and they get
State's passing marks despite a day off
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not becoming a starter until the
third game of the season, addAbout 2.800 petitions to bc
ed four more TD passes in the heard are received by the U.S
Seminoles' surprising 40-20 sea- Supreme Court each year
son-ending win over Houston.
Louisiana State blew hot and
cold during the season but the
return of quarterback Freddie
Haynes and fullback Eddie Ray,
both out with injuries mod of
the season, should return the
Bengali to early season form
when they opened with three
straight victories.
Despite the injury, Haynes
and his replacement. Mike Hill.
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man, set new passing marks this
put season for the Bengals who
prefer to May on the ground.
Even without Ray, 1•SL', with
an average of 196 yards per
game, was second only to unthe
among
Georgia
beaten
Southeastern Conference rushing leaders.
A crowd of about 40.000 —
two-thirds of capacity—is expected for Monday's nationally
televised oontest. Kickoff for
the inaugural Peach Bowl is
set for 8 p m. EST—right in
prime broadcast time.
The man to watch is Sellers.
The 8-foot-4, 187-pound Sellers,
.rated a top draft choice by the
pros, caught 212 passes for a
record 3,598 yards and 23 touchdowns during his brilliant threeyear career.
Cappleman, a junior, moved
,

ALASKA SENATOR The'Klore
Stevens s above a Republican, was appointed by Gov.
Walter Hickel to fill the U.S.
Senate seat vacated by death
of E. L. Bartlett, a Democrat. Nickel leaves office to
become Interior secretary.
Stevens. 45, has been majority leader of the Alaska
House of Representatives.
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Doug Dickey pronounced himself pleased.
out on all phases of the game,"
Dickey said.
The Volunteers will have another drill Saturday morning
and then fly to Dallas in the
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Much of the 21 , -hour workout was devoted to defensive
formations the Vols will use
against the Longhorns.
l expect the Texas offense
will be more difficult to stop
than any we've faced this
year," Dickey said.
The Vols spent considerable
time polishing their passing attack with quarterbacks Bubba
Wyche and Bobby Scott. doing
the throwing. Wyche completed 134 passes for 1,539 yards
and 14 touchdowns during the
season.
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Johnson Has Surgery

Mrs. H
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ST. LOUIS. Dec. 27. — (AP)
— Charley Johnson. the St.
Louis Cardinals' top quarterback until injuries and mile
tary service sidelined him, underwent surgery Friday for re.
pair of an old knee injury.
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SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Nineteen of 47 permone aboard an Allegheny Airlines prop20 OF 47 ABOARD ARE DEAD
plane
jet liner sere killed and onesurvIvor froze to death strapped in his seat when the
terrain near Bradford, Pa. The 27 sur•
hit the ground and flipped over in mountainous
vivois kept alive by Molding a fire with parts of the wreckage.
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-We had a good, solid work-

IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT for the new Congress will be Speaker
John McCormack. wielding the gavel, and Majority Leader
Rep. Carl Albert I lower lefti of Oklahoma and Minority
Leader Rep. Gerald Ford slower right) of Michigan.
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